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CITY LEARNING LABS

We will combine the best case studies, resources 
and experts with concrete, inspirational exchanges 
with peers from other cities so you can apply the 
right solutions for your city.

Humans have burned things for  
heat for at least 400,000 years. 
Today, our greatest challenge is  
to stop within one generation.

The  City Learning Labs  will help 
your city tackle this challenge and  
design a roadmap to fossil-free  
districts and cities. 



WHY  
JOIN?

»  This City Learning Labs is an opportunity to  learn, get inspired and exchange with  
 peers from other cities. 

»  You will work with cities facing similar challenges because the Learning Labs  
have been divided into 3 geographical areas – North-West Europe, Eastern Europe  
& the Mediterranean 

»  Understand the EU framework for the transition of the built-environment.

»    Access replicable case studies and useful resources  to lead your transition in a 
holistic way.  We will mobilize our network of experts and our experience in different  
 European projects,  such as:

 +  HeatNet NWE, which fostered the development of low-temperature district  
heating and cooling networks,

 + Hotmaps which supported cities in developing heat strategies, 
 +  Decarb City Pipes 2050 which supports the design of long-term heating and  

cooling roadmaps.

»   By joining our programme in collaboration with one of your local stakeholders, such  
as your local utilities, you will have privileged moments to exchange your views and  
 identify new actions for your common work  at local level.

»  It especially aims at  identifying legislative levers  for cities to boost their transition, 
as well as the needed changes of their national legislations. The participation of  
European and national actors will ensure that your needs and challenges are included 
in national and European campaigns to offer a level-playing field for cities.

»  You will get  visibility for your actions and your city.  Your example will be showcased 
in one brochure, and we will record short interviews to spread your messages across 
Europe. We will write articles to be disseminated to Energy Cities’ community, the  
Covenant of Mayors community and in different media.

»  Your travel costs to participate in the  in-person event  at the end of 2021 will be  
covered by our programme.

»  Participation in the City Learning Labs can lead to future opportunities of collaboration 
at European level, like participation in study tours and future EU-funded programmes.
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https://www.nweurope.eu/projects/project-search/heatnet-transition-strategies-for-delivering-low-carbon-district-heat/
https://www.hotmaps-project.eu
https://decarbcitypipes2050.eu


WHAT ARE THE  
CITY LEARNING  
LABS (CLL)?

WHO WILL  
JOIN?

The City Learning Labs are  peer-to-peer and learning exchanges   
to explore pathways suitable for cities’ local challenges to achieve  
the decarbonisation of the built environment. The goal is to  build up  
 skills of participating cities in techno-economic aspects, transition  
 management, legislative instruments, use of data and planning tools.  
Although there is no one-size-fits-all solution, cities and their local 
stakeholders will share knowledge to benefit from other perspectives, 
and different stages of advancement and planning traditions. They  
will hear from successful examples and approaches across Europe,  
as well as from relevant experts. This programme is a short learning  
and exchange programme organised in 2021.

»  Prior to the 1st City Learning Labs,  a 1-hour interview  with one representative  
of each selected city will be organized to get-to-know you and your local context,  
and to clarify your expectations.

»  For each Learning Lab,  three online one-day workshops  will be organized, with  
different interactive sessions, to tackle a number of issues to unlock the heat  
transition of the built environment.

»  A  LinkedIn group  will be created to share relevant information and facilitate exchanges 
between each City Learning Labs, and also link up with like-minded cities engaged in 
the heat transition (such as the H2020 DecarbCityPipes 2050 project).

»  Discussions and solutions will be compiled by Energy Cities into a  brochure on  
 fossil-free districts  in cities to showcase your approaches.

Moreover,  three webinars  will be organized in 2021 which will be open to a wider  
audience, but for which participants of the City Learning Labs will have the priority.

If the sanitary conditions allow it, an  in-person event will be organized at the end of  
 2021 on fossil-free districts.  This event, most probably organized as a side-event  
of another relevant event (such as DecarbCities), will allow participants to network  
with and inspire other cities.
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The City Learning Labs will be 
divided into 3 groups, one for 
each geographic zone: North-West 
Europe, Eastern Europe and the 
Mediterranean. Each group will be 
composed of representatives from 
3 cities, as well as from their local 
stakeholders (e.g. energy utilities), 
and from national organizations 
active in the countries of the  
participating cities.WHICH ACTIVITIES  

ARE PLANNED?
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ARE  
YOU: Working for a city administration?

In charge of developing roadmaps and strategies for 
the decarbonisation of the buildings of your city?

Developing zero-carbon heat supply based on local resources?

Interested in different aspects of this transition, from techno- 
economic options to governance and citizen engagement?

Willing to actively share your successes and your difficulties with others?

At ease to speak English?

Able to mobilize two persons from your administration and at least one 
person from a local stakeholder you are working with (especially local  
or municipal energy utility, or citizen energy community)?

THEN THIS PROGRAMME 
IS FOR YOU!

29th April –  
9th May  
Online workshop #1

End of June –  
Beginning of 
July  
Online workshop #2

October  
Online workshop #3

End of November- 
Beginning of  
December  
In-person event

TIME 
 LINE

12 – 26 
April  
Preparatory  
interviews with  
selected cities

7 
April 
Closing  
of the  
application

17  
March  
Launch of  
selection  
process
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The agendas of the three one-day online workshops will be fine-tuned once you have been  
selected to join the City Learning Labs. Please consider this agenda as preliminary and be  
ready to share your ideas.

»  EU-level energy outlook,
»  the targets of each city for the built environment, their energy outlook and the status of their heat plans,
»  the steps of successful heat strategies’ development,
»  pro’s and con’s of different heating technologies and resources to replace fossil-fuels in  

the built-environment (such as district heating, heat pumps, green gases, hydrogen, etc.),  
and levels of energy consumption reduction to unlock them,

»  role of heat zoning and building codes to foster the heat transition.

»  data management to perform heat planning (heat demand, renewable and waste heat potential,  
costs of technologies, etc.),

»  tools for spatial analysis and prospective scenario development,
»  developing strategies at district level,
»  enforcing compulsory connection to district heating and cooling networks,  

Depending on participants’ interests, regional challenges and outcomes of the 1st workshop, we might dive 
deeper in some other topics such as development of new district heating systems, decarbonisation of 
existing district heating systems, decommissioning of natural gas grids, or banning fossil-fuel appliances.

Firstly, we will exchange on different approaches for cities to engage with stakeholders to develop  
fossil-free districts: which actors to involve, how and at which steps? Then we will focus on citizen  
engagement: how to raise-awareness of citizens and foster the change of heat appliances in parallel  
with energy efficiency works? Finally, we will present examples of successful projects from citizen  
energy communities and how cities can lead and support such initiatives.

The 1st workshop will focus on getting to know each city situation in terms of heat strategies  
and on possible carbon-free solutions for the heating and cooling sector. We will address:

During the 2nd session, we will address concrete heat planning challenges, such as:

The 3rd workshop will focus on stakeholders’ engagement and citizen participation.
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To apply for the City Learning Labs  
“Towards fossil-free districts and cities”,  
please send the following information in  
a Word document to:

Name and number of inhabitants in your city

First name, surname, position and department of the two persons  
from your city who are going to join the City Learning Labs

Your motivation to join the City Learning Labs  
(maximum 15 lines)

Experience of your city in terms of heat strategies  
(maximum 15 lines)

Information about the local stakeholder you want to apply with:  
name of the organisation, type of organisation (municipal company,  
citizen energy community, etc.), first name, surname, position and  

department of the person participating from this organisation

Reason you want to join in collaboration with this local stakeholder  
(maximum 15 lines)

David Donnerer  
david.donnerer@energy-cities.eu 

by the 7th of April



www.europeanclimate.org

www.energy-cities.eu

We gratefully acknowledge the financial  
support of the European Climate Foundation. 

http://www.europeanclimate.org
http://www.energy-cities.eu

